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Upgrade to National’s Wide
Voltage Range, Zero
Standby Current EEPROMs

ABSTRACT

National’s NM93C06L, NM93C46L, NM93C56L and

NM93C66L EEPROMs and the new NM93C06/46/56/66LZ

series devices operate across a 2.7V to 5.5V range suitable

for unregulated battery powered operation. In addition, the

new NM93C06/46/56/66LZ devices have ultra-low standby

currents ideal for portable applications using very small bat-

teries.

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS GAIN SOPHISTICATION

Many personal electronic items have moved from being per-

ceived as trendy novelties to being viewed as mainstream

personal or business appliances. Consumer familiarity, in

turn, produces sophistication in the market for features. The

ability to retain memory through battery changes and other

types of power failure is highly desirable. Implementation of

such sophisticated features requires RAM with battery back

up or EEPROM memory.

Battery backed up RAM is usually far more expensive and

functionally less attractive than EEPROM memory. Battery

backed up RAM requires:

1. RAM

2. Battery holder

3. Battery

4. A door or other method to allow the battery to be re-

placed

5. New batteries to be located and replaced by the owner

EEPROM on the other hand requires:

1. EEPROM.

Serial EEPROM is invariably the cheapest and most com-

pact solution for memory requirements up to 16 kbits.

CORDLESS PHONES

Memory dialing, noise reduction signal processing, and mul-

ti-channel operation with low noise channel selection capa-

bility, are now standard features for better quality cordless

phones. Cordless phones are now moving to serial

EEPROMs which can retain memory dial phone numbers

and other parameters even through the inevitable dead bat-

tery and line power outage events.

Cordless phones have limited battery life. Memory dial data

and other feature settings stored in RAM are subject to loss

from dead batteries if implemented in the hand unit, or line

power outages if maintained in the base unit. Reprogram-

ming ten or more numbers for a memory dialer each time

this happens is not desirable. Implementation of memory

dialing and other features in the environment of a cordless

phone requires RAM with a battery back up or EEPROM

memory.

The length of time a phone can be left off its charger when

not in use without the battery going dead is called standby.

The cordless phone in standby normally leaves the radio

receiver on to listen for incoming calls so that it can ring

locally.

Standby and off hook time power consumption are dominat-

ed by the linear circuitry of the radio transmitter and receiv-

er. Furthermore, the batteries in this application are relative-

ly large and are frequently recharged. Thus, this application

does not usually require the extremely low standby currents

that can be achieved with the ‘‘LZ’’ series serial EEPROMs.

But a broad range of VCC voltages are encountered in this

application. Most cordless phones use a stack of three Ni-

Cad batteries for power. This produces a nominal voltage of

3.6V, but during charging this may go as high as 4.0V, and

may drop into the 2.7V range in use. Some types of cordless

phones use other battery technologies and battery counts.

For example, stacks of 2 lead acid cells are also used pro-

ducing a 4V nominal VCC. The 2.7V to 5.5V VCC range al-

lowed by the ‘‘L’’ series of serial EEPROMs accommodates

all the common VCC ranges.

PAGERS

Paging units are a second example of high technology elec-

tronics gone blase. Unlike cordless phones, pagers use reg-

ulated batteries for power and thus, do not need wide VCC
range EEPROMs. Since the batteries are small and power is

a concern, low voltage operation is an advantage, as are

very low standby currents used by the ‘‘LZ’’ series.

ELECTRONIC CAMERAS

All electronic cameras also make use of the NM93C46LZ

and NM93C56LZ devices. This application generally uses

regulated batteries to guarantee a constant 5V. But the bat-

teries tend to be small and the camera spends much of its

life on the shelf. Parameters stored in the electronic memo-

ry on these new cameras include shutter speed and focus

calibrations that must never be lost in the life of the camera,

and the frame counts and other details that change in serv-

ice but which must not be lost when the battery dies.

The parameters connected with the many features found on

these cameras are best retained in EEPROM. The small

batteries and the long periods of inactivity involved require

an EEPROM with very low standby currents to avoid running

down the battery when not in use. With a standby current of

less than 1 mA, the ‘‘LZ’’ series parts handle these applica-

tions with ease.

LEARNING REMOTE CONTROL UNITS

Alas, you have taught your new remote control unit to con-

trol the volume on your TV, it has mastered the slow ad-

vance on the video cassette recorder, it turns on and off the

CD player, and your local soap opera is recorded daily
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thanks to VCR PlusTM function. If the designer hasn’t stored

the critical information required in an EEPROM, one had

better hope the battery never dies, or one will again become

a slave to his ‘‘personal assistant’’ while retraining the

beast. Owners of many first generation VCRs and televi-

sions with digital random access tuners know the feeling

well. Random access tuners allow their owners to skip over

all the channels that could not be accessed in the area or

that the owner simply did not like. But, if the power cord was

even briefly disturbed or if the power went down, the tuner

had to be retrained, a time consuming operation.

Both learning remote controls and digital tuners are more

likely now to cure these problems by using EEPROM. TV

and VCRs do not need low voltage, wide VCC range, or low

standby current parts, but the remote control units frequent-

ly do. The scenario is familiar:

1. Unregulated batteries are used.

2. The batteries are not large or frequently recharged.

3. The units spend relatively little time actually in use.

4. Long battery life is desirable.

Smart remote controls benefit from the wide VCC range and

low standby characteristics of the NM93C46LZ and

NM93C56LZ serial EEPROMs.

SUMMARY

Serial EEPROMs offer by far the most compact and low

cost non-volatile memory solutions for common consumer

applications. The need for serial EEPROMs continues to

grow with increasing consumer sophistication and growth of

the personal electronics market. National’s LZ products

have wide operating voltage ranges and very low standby

power and are particularly appropriate for battery powered

applications of all types.
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